Ludovica Siniscalchi Bernabo`
Running for Vice President Cavendish
Biological Sciences Biotechnology
Cavendish has been my home for the past three years and I feel like I
still have a lot to give to it. Through being President of the Marrow
Society, working with other societies to organise university wide events
and fully immersing myself in university life I have developed many
skills. Now I would like to use these skills to create a better environment
for you to learn and grow as individuals. Vote for me to be your Vice
President of Cavendish and I will ensure that we can make change for
the better and enhance your university experience in the following
ways:

THE UNION IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
- Design a Students’ Union app to facilitate access to Smoke radio, Smoke TV, Smoke magazine, Quintin
Hogg and upcoming student events such as societies and sports team activities to help you keep up to
date with the things you’d love to get involved in.
- Give students from different faculties the opportunity to develop employable skills by building the app
alongside a professional developer.
IMPROVING YOUR COURSE
- Provide lectures recordings especially for modules with end of the year examination to facilitate your
revision.
- Work with lectures to create a policy around appropriate assessment return deadlines and the
accompanying feedback.
MAKING STUDENTS LIFE EASIER
- Ensure ATM machines are always working.
- Better links with 101 New Cavendish Street to make your university journey smoother.
MORE SPACIOUS PRAYER ROOMS
- Provide more spacious prayer rooms so that you are able to pray when you need to.
BRING BACK THE EARLY 24/7 LIBRARY SERVICE
- This year 24/7 library service was implemented after the majority of deadlines had been completed
leaving students unable to use one of the university most important resources. Bringing back the 24/7
library service when you need it most will help you stay on top of your workload.
ENHANCING EMPLOYABILITY
- Introduce a Mentoring scheme by bringing in employees from companies specific to your degree to build
relationships between students and industry professionals. This will increase employability of
Westminster students in the long term.
SOCIETY AND SPORTS TEAMS
- Monthly discussion panels to help develop your thinking whilst getting a chance to meet new people and
develop a sense of community in your campus.
- More society joint events and collaborations in order to create integration within the SU.
- Storage space for societies and sports teams in Cavendish to keep everything where you need it, when
you need it

